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Benjamin Friedman arrived in Cape Town at the beginning of the twentieth century from
Kanaus (Kovno Lithuania). Without knowledge of English or Afrikaans he started work as a
laborer at the Cape Town docks .
Once he had acquired some knowledge of English and had enough funds to buy a bicycle he
cycled to Somerset West where a Dynamite factory was opening to supply explosives to the
mines .
He bought a general dealers license and with no funds and amazing divine providence was able
to open a line of credit with JW JAGGER a major wholesaler in Cape Town
He married Anna Cohen and they had 5 sons and 2 daughters . The business thrived and
eventually became a large department store in the Strand that still stands today. Benjamin
played a big role in the development of the Strand and was a leader of the Jewish community
and was instrumental in the founding of the Strand Synagogue in 1930.
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Of the 5 sons - Jack and Solly became lawyers , Sydney became a Psychiatrist and Abe and
Sammy joined their father in the business .

Benjamin his wife Anna, five sons and two daughters.
After completing his law degree in 1935 Solly made aliyah by ship to Palestine . The year before
in 1934 he convinced his parents to accompany him on a group tour to Palestine which lasted
for 3 months as most of the travel was by ship .His parents were so impressed with what the
Yishuv had achieved and the nascent hope of an independent Jewish State that his father
bought a property in Haifa which later became the offices of S FRIEDMAN AND CO ADVOCATES

Sos

1935 shortly after Solly’s aliyah with friend Louis Shapiro
He also arranged articles for Solly with a Mr Zeligman who defended lehi and Etzel fighters in
British courts. Solly was strongly affiliated with the Habonim and Hashomer Hatzair youth
movements and was engaged to Cecilia Tzippy Cohen at the time.
Shortly after his arrival in Israel Solly did a tiyul of the whole country and after visiting Haifa with
its strong resemblance to Cape Town decided that was where he wanted to settle .
Solly joined the Haganah after his first year in the country . He owned a private car and one of
his tasks was to transport young Haganah soldiers with their weapons from post to post .
Such "illegal " activities carried a mandatory 5 year sentence .
Solly relates that the period of the Arab Riots in 1936 was particularly difficult as the buses that
they travelled on from the Carmel to the downtown area were constantly attacked by Arabs .
The buses were supposed to be protected but had not much more than bars over the windows .
One of his Friends was killed on such a journey . Solly lived this bachelor existence for 2 years
and then returned to Cape Town in 1937 to marry Chippy his fiance and they returned to
Palestine shortly after . During the War Years Solly was assigned to a British Anti Aircraft battery
stationed on Mount Carmel

Solly with friends in British Army uniform during WW2 in Tel Aviv
With Rommel advancing the situation in the Yishuv looked grim and he recalls an Arab Lawyer
that he knew telling him that when Rommel overran Palestine the Germans and the Arabs
would kill all the Jews , but that he would personally protect Solly as he was a good man .
Conditions were so difficult at that time that he sent Chippy and their toddler daughter Ariella
back to Cape Town from 1941 to 1943 . At that time the Vichy French allied with the Germans
controlled Lebanon and they bombed Haifa .

ABE FRIEDMAN Meanwhile back in South Africa my dad Abe Friedman joined 10,000 South
African Jews in the fight against Hitler and Nazism .

Abe Friedman in South African army uniform

He left his young wife and infant daughter and went up North to the battlefields of North Africa ,
Egypt and Italy Where he served in an artillery unit with the South African army .
During his service in Egypt his unit came on leave to Palestine and visited his brother Solly .

Abe Friedman with his army unit (5th from left back row) on Temple Mount Jerusalem.
This was his first visit to Palestine and he was deeply impressed by the strength and resolve of
the Yishuv .
Among my fathers war-time experiences were rushing to Florence too late to save the wing of
the Beautiful synagogue that the Nazis blew up . He also recalls assisting the Jewish Brigade in
"commandeering " some badly needed supplies for holocaust survivors that they were
smuggling into Palestine .
Abe’s father Benjamin died suddenly while he was on active service and he was unable to get
compassionate leave . On his return after the war he became a driving force in the firm
Friedman and Cohen and in many Jewish and broader civic activities . He had a long list of
distinguished accomplishments in Rotary , Golf, the Zionist society , The Hebrew congregation ,

and the Chamber of commerce , all of which he served in leadership positions . In addition he
was vice mayor of the Strand and was awarded the Freedom of the Strand .

Strand Somerset West Zionist Committee Abe Friedman Vice Chairman 3rd from right back row.
He was vice Chairman of the Strand Somerset West Zionist council for many years and preferred
to remain in that position in deference to his friend Wolf Miller who was chairman . He was
active in fund-raising for Israel especially during times of crisis and was a benefactor of the Cape
Town Holocaust Centre
Abe loved Israel but as a self made businessman doubted that he could easily find a niche in
then heavily socialist and regulated Israeli business environment . He did however invest in
property in Israel whenever the opportunity arose .
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He was very close to his brother Solly and visited Israel often privately or on IUA tours .

Abe on a trip to Israel with brother Solly and friends
In the early days of the state Solly went on to develop one of the biggest law practices in Israel
and he was the lawyer for the Zim shipping company. He travelled abroad negotiating the
purchase of ships that formed the basis of Israels merchant marine . In the days of the mandate
he was active in the courts defending Haganah men brought up on charges by the British and
trying to negotiate the release of Impounded refugee ships .
It was this knowledge of maritime law that stood him in good stead as lawyer for Zim .
He relates that when the British left Palestine , most of the ships they had impounded were in
Haifa harbour and the new Israeli government simply reclaimed them .
Abe’s son Benjamin , Wife Jillian and twin sons Evan and Marc made aliyah in 2010 .
Ben served on the Western Province Zionist council for 2 years . He first visited Israel with the
Machon Hachoref group after matric in 1963.
He remembers lying on a roof in Jerusalem overlooking the Mandelbaum gate and the Jordanian
positions . He interrupted his third year of B.com studies at UCT to serve as a volunteer in 1967

based at Kibbutz Amir in upper galilee . He remembers the heady days of the liberation of
Jerusalem and the Kotel and has happily joined in the 50th anniversary celebrations .
Yom Haatzmaut is still the Friedmans favourite chag celebrated with a big braai at their home .
Evan their one twin son has recently started his army service and bears a striking resemblance
to his late Grandpa Abe who together with his brother Solly laid the seeds of the love of Israel
and of making Aliyah. Ben’s brother Barry who lives in Cape Town has a daughter Julia who has
made aliyah 2 years ago and lives in Tel Aviv and her brother Adam plans to join her next year .
New generations are being established building on the sacrifice and emunah of the earlier
generations .
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